Declaration of Sovereign Rights held by Indigenous Power (explanation)
A Declaration is a public confession or proclamation in writing. Sovereign means “one that exercises supreme permanent authority".
Supreme means “greatest in dominance of power.” There can only be one that is the “greatest in dominance of power.” If two (2) would
each have the same power then they are equal and not supreme or greatest in power.
If God is a Sovereign that you serve; if God is in charge of your life, then you are not necessarily Sovereign yourself but you hold; you
possess Sovereign Rights within yourself which are indigenous to you. Indigenous means “originating and living; and or occurring naturally
from within." True power resides with God .That power is transmitted to human beings and held indigenously within each human being as
Sovereign Rights. All men are born equal in the respect to Sovereign Rights held by Indigenous Power.
Sovereign Rights held by Indigenous Power means, “ The Right to true power given by the Supreme Greatest in Power; kept or retained by
the Power which originates from and lives naturally within you.”

In The Beginning Almighty God created all men equal; that they are created with Sovereign Rights held by
Indigenous Power and endowed by their Creator with equal Inherent Rights.
All men equal means, “men, women and children are equal in the respect that they are all created with Sovereign Rights held by
Indigenous Power”. Endowed means “to be provided with”. God provided each of us with equal Inherent Rights. Inherent means
“intrinsic” or relating to the essential nature of a thing”. All men are created equal in that they are created with both Sovereign Rights
and Inherent Rights. Animals also have inherent rights among one anther; but not necessarily Sovereign Rights.

A republic is established when one people mutually pledge their lives, fortunes and sacred honor to one
another as a state in common. To secure the rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness;
The word republic means ,”res publica” a firm matter; of a state in common”. When people mutually pledge their lives, fortunes and
sacred honor to one another they are in republic. This helps to secure the rights of life. Rights of life could mean; helping each other in
time of need, because of a common state of trust among each other. Liberty could mean; being free from restriction and control and the
power to act, believe and express oneself in a manner of one’s own choosing without retaliation. The Pursuit of Happiness could mean;
being free to exercise your natural God-given talents and gifts in a way that is beneficial for yourself and others.

delegating by Constitution certain Inherent Sovereign Rights held by Indigenous Power; governments are
instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed; used as surrogate power
exercised by elected officials.
Delegating means; “to commit or entrust another person with your power and to authorize him to act or exercise it on your behalf.” This
does not mean that you gave it up, or surrendered it, or that you have consumed it. A person can delegate as much of his power from
Sovereign Rights by Constitution as necessary; yet he never has any less for himself because the source is an eternal source.
Here is a good example: “Farmer Jones owns all his land. He has the right to give permission to his neighbor to hunt on his land. Farmer
Jones also has the right to confer, delegate or constitute “the right to give permission to hunt on his land” to his son. Just because he
delegated or constituted “the right to give permission to hunt on his land ” to his son, does not mean that he himself, no longer possesses
that right. However the power his son now has, is now surrogate power. It is not Sovereign Rights held by Indigenous Power. They are not
his own rights. He must always treat it as surrogate power.
People in republic can delegate by Constitution power to authorize the county sheriff to protect them and their property. The sheriff has
as much power to protect your property as the Constitution authorizes him to. If you are on vacation and the Sheriff gets called to come
and arrest people robbing your farm while you are gone, he can do so ,even at gunpoint if he has to. Just because you delegated
Sovereign Rights held by Indigenous Power by Constitution to the Sheriff does not mean that you yourself do not have full capacity to
protect the property yourself; had you been there when the robbers came. Delegating power from Sovereign Rights is like a fire. You can
take fire from a bonfire and start a new fire elsewhere and you will find that there is no less fire from the first bonfire then before you started
a new fire. Delegating power from Sovereign Rights never diminishes the source because it is an eternal source.

When surrogate power officials assume the rights of Indigenous Power a Republic inverts into Democracy.
Democratic corrupted surrogate power has no authority of its own, therefore I declare by Almighty God in
peaceable One People Assembly :
A person with Sovereign Rights held by Indigenous Power can delegate to another party to exercise it. That which has been delegated is
now known as surrogate power. If a person in charge of exercising delegated power ever assumes that it is a Sovereign Right that he has;
there will be serious trouble. One People Assembly is where people gather together for a common reason.

Covenant Affirmation
A Covenant is an agreement to perform value for the party that will give value. An Oath is a covenant secured by a pledge; agreeing to
be punished as ransom upon failure to perform. An oath to anything; establishes a situation to where you forfeit your Sovereign Rights held
by Indigenous Power. A party in covenant failing to perform maintains the Sovereign Right to correct or remedy his failure to perform;
whereas an oath bounds you under the authority and function of surrogate power for punishment; thereby forfeiting your Sovereign Rights
to private remedy.

I AM created equal to all men with Inherent Sovereign Rights held by Indigenous Power.
A confession that you are created equal to all men; admitting that you do not hold yourself as sovereign supreme to anyone; with the
same respect that none are sovereign supreme to you. Your equality to all men is to the respect of being created with Sovereign
Rights held by Indigenous Power. It does not mean that a baby or small child has equal status of authority as his parents; or that the
business owner that owns his business and hires you; does not have authorities that supersede yours; while working for him.

I therefore solemnly publish and declare; I AM absolved from all political allegiance foreign to the Republic
of the united States; with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine providence, in One People Assembly for
the Republic; I affirm :
You solemnly publish and declare that you are absolved from all political allegiance; absolved means, “to be relieved of a requirement"; political means, "of or relating to the affairs of government; surrogated power structures”; allegiance means, "the obligation of
loyalty”. You are absolving yourself from any political allegiance foreign to the Republic of the united States. This could mean political
bindings here in American soil if it is part of a foreign power structure. Anything that is foreign to the Republic is absolved. This does not
mean contractual obligations necessarily. If you have by contract, waived certain rights and by contract have agreed to act a
certain way it does create an obligation on your part; but contracts can always be changed.

I AM local to _______________________________________Settlement;
(state Republic lawfully settled in)

settled in ______________________________County Settlement.
(county lawfully settled in)

You are specifying your identity and relations to the geographic locality of the state Republic as in a Settlement. A Settlement implies
real live people living on the land indigenous to it; permanently established and not fictitious or within the confines or boundary of a
district originating from another area. It lawfully implies that you are not illegal alien to the state Republic.

and in Order to form a more perfect Republic, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the
common Defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty for our Republic and
our Posterity;
In order to form a better and stronger Republic a system of Justice needs to be established to protect the Republic. Justice could
mean delegating Sovereign Rights; such as power by Constitution to establish inferior courts to serve the people in Republic; so that
when situations arise among the people that they cannot work out their own differences and problems, then it is submitted to court.
Domestic Tranquility could mean that when you go on vacation you have the assurance that the Sheriff or others in authority will
come to the rescue of your property in the event that robbers visit. Common Defence means methods of protecting or preventing an
attack against the people in common Settlement of the Republic. Promoting the general Welfare could mean the general health,
good fortunes and happiness of the people in local Settlement. The Blessings of Liberty mean; the blessing of being free from
restrictive controls and the power to act, believe and express oneself in a manner of one’s own choosing without retaliation.

I consent to uphold and keep the Peace or delegate power from Sovereign Rights held by
Indigenous Power in republic by Constitution
I agree or approve to a common purpose in the Republic; to uphold and keep the Peace regarding power that others in the
Republic delegate by Constitution or power that I delegate, meaning; “to commit or entrust another person with power from my
Sovereign Rights and to authorize him to act or exercise it on my behalf according to the Constitution". This clause is written as a
remedy for those people that want to live in Republic but are conscientious objectors and opposed to bearing arms for self defence;
or to delegate power by Constitution to empower others to establish law or to bear arms for physical protections.

in exchange for the Protections, Freedoms, and Rights in Republic of the united States of America and for
the support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance on Divine Providence
In exchange for the Protections, meaning; “a lawful Constitutionally elected Sheriff has authority to protect me”. Freedoms meaning;
“such as having the freedom to worship whom I choose to worship and in places where I otherwise would get killed”, and Rights
meaning; “driving on roads without having to pay for them all by myself.”

with a firm reliance on Divine Providence we mutually pledge our lives, our fortunes and our sacred honor.
Together with one people in Assembly; Divine Providence and myself we mutually; in forming a relationship we pledge; we
bind, we give to secure. We pledge our lives, our fortunes and our sacred honor. This creates a situation where anything that would
attempt to rob or lien us; that is foreign to the Republic; cannot do so because it already is pledged.

By absolute autograph under Witness Protection this Declaration of Sovereign Rights is absolute supreme in
the Republic.
By my own expression; and not any other conditions attached to it under the protection of witnesses that can vouch that I did sign my
name; this Declaration of Sovereign Rights is absolute supreme in Republic. Absolute means that it is pure with no exceptions or
conditions. Supreme means that it is superior and ultimate.

